


COBY by Christian Sonderegger
France - 2017 - 77 min - HD - 1:1.78 - 5.1 

English / Creative Documentary

Synopsis

A small town smack bang in the American 
Midwest. Suzanna, aged 23, changes gender 
and becomes a boy: Coby. Her transforma-
tion deeply disrupts the lives of all who love 
her. Ultimately, Coby’s chrysalis morphs into 
the transformation of a whole family com-
pelled to modify their own perspectives. Not 
only a physical metamorphosis is at stake 
here, but also a spiritual one that eventu-
ally takes place under the director’s bright, 
unusual eye. 

“Changing has consequences. 
 Not changing also has consequences.”
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Director’s bio & filmo

Born in 1967 in France. He has studied Cin-
ematography at the Louis Lumière film school 
in Paris. He started working as director of 
photography for short-films, commercials 
and TV broadcasts. In the late 90’s, he worked 
as a screenplay writer for Lazennec film pro-
duction. 

Since 1998, he runs Ciaofilm production and 
directs several commercials and short-films 
awarded at international festivals. His short 
films include: A Step into the Void (1999), 
Indecent (2001) and Pasteries (2009).

He now develops and directs his own docu-
mentaries and feature lengths at Ciaofilm.Crew

Director, Screenplay,    Christian Sonderegger 
and Sound mixing

DOP                            Georgi Lazarevski
Editor            Camille Toubkis
Sound Editor           Olivier Laurent
Colorist            Aïdan Obrist
Re-recording Mixer       Florent Lavallé

Producer               Moïra Chappedelaine Vautier 
              (Ciaofilm) 
Co-producer      Marie-Castille Mention Schaar
                 (Willow Films) Intl Publicist in Cannes: THE PR FACTORY 
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BAD INFLUENCE by Claudia Huaiquimilla
Chile - 2016 - 89 min - HD - 1:1.85 - 5.1 - Spanish/
Mapudungun

Synopsis
Rebellious Tano is sent from Santiago to 
Southern Chile under the custody of his father 
whom he has not seen in years.
He meets Cheo, a shy boy who gets bullied at 
school for his indigenous origins. The death 
of a Mapuche leader unleashes another con-
flict in the area that will force them to defend 
themselves.

A reflection of the ongoing Mapuche conflict 
portrayed through the friendship and solidar-
ity of two pure souls.

Crew
Director: Claudia Huaiquimilla
Writer: Claudia Huaiquimilla & Pablo Greene
Executive producers: 
     Pablo Greene Flaten (LANZA VERDE)
     Rebeca Gutierrez Campos (PINDA)
     Eduardo Villalobos Pino (MOLOTOV CINE)   
DOP: Matias Illanes
Editor: Valeria Hernandez
Art Director: Camilo Solis
Composer: Miranda Y Tobar   

Cast
Andrew Bargsted (TANO)
Francisco Pérez-Bannen (JAVIER)
Eliseo Fernández (CHEO)

Director’s note (selected sentences)

“Bad Influence” - A person who is problem-
atic, has bad manners, is a bad company, 
takes you down to the wrong path and it is 
a magnet of fatalities, hence, a person you 
want to keep as far away from you as pos-
sible. In Chile, it is usual to use this expression 
to catalogue troubled youth, many of them 
rejected even by their own parents, who-just 
as society does- turn their backs on them, by 
result of their own failures.
Being part of an Indigenous group in Chile 
is one of the main causes for discrimination 
and social prejudice. As a young Mapuche I 
can testify for it. The Mapuche people are the 
largest indigenous ethnic group in Chile and 
represent a past that the country refuses to 
acknowledge, while the crisis of these people 
is something that the Chilean government 
doesn’t want to tackle.
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Director’s bio & filmo (selected)
CLAUDIA HUAIQUIMILLA (28) is a Chilean 
young woman of Mapuche origin. She studied 
Audiovisual Direction at the Catholic Uni-
versity of Chile. The traumas she lived in her 
childhood and the rescue of her indigenous 
roots are part of the topics she is looking to 
treat and deepen in her audiovisual work.
She wrote the script and directed her first 
short film “Saint John, the longest night”. 
Her interest in rescuing her indigenous cul-
ture determined the line to follow in her first 
feature length “Bad Influence”.

(original title: Mala Junta)





Gukoroku - TRACES OF SIN
a film by Kei ISHIKAWA Japan - 2016 - 120 min - HD - 1:2.35 - 5.1 - Japanese

Synopsis
Tanaka is going through a tough time trying 
to support his younger sister Mitsuko, recently 
arrested and on hold in jail.
An investigative reporter, he immerses himself 
into a story about a shocking murder case 
gone cold. The “perfect” family – success-
ful businessman, beautiful wife and adorable 
child – were brutally murdered a year ago and 
the case remains unsolved.
Tanaka interviews their friends and acquaint-
ances, and as stories of their true nature 
unfold, he discovers that the family was not as 
ideal as believed. The interviewees themselves 
unveil their own hidden natures, revealing a 
disturbing portrait of social elitism.
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Director’s bio & filmo

Gukoroku - TRACES OF SIN is Kei Ishikawa’s 
first feature film.
Born in Japan in 1977, Kei Ishikawa studied 
physics at Tohoku University (Japan) and film 
directing at the Łódź Film School (Poland). 
He has made several short films that have 
been screened at film festivals worldwide: 
2008’s DEAR WORLD (Sitges, Mar Del Plata) 
and 2009’s IT’S ALL IN THE FINGER (New 
Directors, New Films). DEAR WORLD received 
the Special Prize from the Akira Kurosawa 
Foundation. In 2013, his Japanese-Polish 
co-production feature project ‘BABY’ won the 
Bucheon Award from the Network of Asian 
Fantastic Films (NAFF) hosted by the Bucheon 
International Fantastic Film Festival.

Main Cast

Satoshi TSUMABUKI         (Tanaka)
Hikari MITSUSHIMA          (Mitsuko)

Crew
Directed and edited by   Kei ISHIKAWA
Based on the novel
“Gukoroku” by                  Tokuro NUKUI
Screenplay                Kosuke MUKAI         
DOP                              Piotr NIEMYJSKI, P.S.C.
Music                                Takashi OHMAMA
Executive producer          Masayuki MORI 
Co-executive producer   Takio YOSHIDA
Associate producers        Kazumi KAWASHIRO  
                                          Tetsuo OTA 
                                           Kiyotaka NINOMIYA 
Producer               Makoto KAKURAI      

a BANDAI VISUAL, TV TOKYO, WARNER BROS. PIC-
TURES JAPAN, TOHOKUSHINSHA 
FILM CORPORATION and OFFICE KITANO production      
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CRATER (Il Cratere)

a film by Silvia Luzi & Luca Bellino
Italy – 2017 – 1st feature

In Post-production

Produced by
Rei Cine SRL
Co-produced by Gamechanger Films, Augenschein 
Filmproduktion, Les Films de l’Étranger

HUNTING SEASON
(Temporada de Caza)

a film by Natalia Garagiola
Argentina, US, Germany, France, Qatar – 2017 
1st feature

In Post-production
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In a cursed land, a father uses his daughter 
and her voice to take on the world and his 
own destiny. 

But success becomes an obsession, and tal-
ent becomes a punishment.
Crater is a Disney fairy tale in reverse.

Crater is the name of a constellation, the dim-
mest, most invisible and virtually unknowable. 
Crater sparkles and cannot be seen.

A respected hunting guide in Patagonia is 
faced with the education of his biological son 
recently expelled from school.

In a wild environment, the father tames his 
brutal son and teaches him how to respect 
nature and human relationships.



NAMME
a film by Zaza Khalvashi 
Georgia/Lithuania – 2017

In Post-production

THE FUGUE
a film by Agnieszka Smoczynska
Poland/Czech R./France -2017

In Pre-production
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Ali’s family has inherited a mission – taking 
care of a local healing water and curing sick 
fellow villagers with it. 

Three sons are sceptical and only the young 
daughter Namme stays as the guardian of 
family traditions. 

In parallel, a hydro power station is being 
constructed locally, which might be a cause 
for environmental changes.  

One day the spring water starts disappearing... 

The Fugue is about the social taboo concern-
ing motherhood and that women are socially 
pressured to accept this role without hesita-
tion, without second thoughts, as if having the 
biological capacity of giving birth equaled the 
willingness to be a mother for every woman.
What if a woman had the possibility to forget 
about giving birth, having a child? 
Would she choose it again?

Produced by
Bafis (Georgia)
Co-produced by
Tremora (Lithuania)

Produced by
MD4 (Poland)
Co-produced by Axman Production (Czech Rep.)
Zentropa International (Poland), Alpha Violet Pro-
duction (France)

By acclaimed director of “THE LURE” (Sundance 
2016, Special Jury Awards)


